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Witcher 3 keep or sell crafting materials

This is a guide on what to sell and what doesn't sell in The Witcher game 3. Read on to learn which items are best for sale to merchants for coins, and which items you should avoid selling and saving for later. The best items for sale are Common and Master-grade equipment items that can be easily accessed. They heap quite quickly because they can be
blamed almost everywhere. They are usually connected from bandits, treasure chests, and corpses that you will face wherever you go. Relic grade equipment items are pretty expensive and it can be tempting to sell them to make coins faster. But keep in mind that later in the game when you make rare items high, you need rarely high ingredients that you
can get from Relics. You can always check the item craft materials that can be provided by checking the Dismantle tab. If you're sure that you don't need the carpentting materials you can get from an item, it's okay to sell them for more money! Stuff like Rubies, Pearls, and Amethysts is considered very valuable by almost every trader in the game. They are
willing to buy any gems you want to sell at a high price. The jewel is acceptable by dismantling the jewels you rob from Armorers and Blacksmiths for more profit. Once you have read any book, you will immediately gain knowledge about the formula for alchemy or effort will be available for hidden stuff. There's no point saving any Books and Notes you'll face
in the game. They are best sold for more coins to buy better items to get stronger. For more information about where to sell certain types of items to guarantee maximum profit. See our links below! Where to Sell Junk Sometimes when you do a specific search, you'll an item on the Other tab. These items can be sold to merchants and will prevent you from
completing the search. Jewels can be disassevelled to get the jewel, which is more valuable for sale. Do not forget that this also applies to Shells, which can be dismantled for precious Pearls. Glyphs and Runestones could be combined to provide better statistics. It is better to keep it later in the game once you get a diagram for Greater Glyphs and
Runestones that can be bought from Keira Metz or Pellar. See All New Beginner Tips &amp; Guides for games getting a bunch of stuff – don't know what's safe to sell. By far the only thing I've sold is less armor/weapons than I've equipped. Any guidance will be appreciated. ThanksPage 2 26 Witcher 3 Inventory Management Guide by
thatonesquatguyREAD THIS FIRST: This guide aims to help keep your inventory light safe. As it turns out, it's also good to understand how some of the more confusing mechanics work. If you come here to get some tips on how to ease your inventory starting under this paragraph on INVENTORY MANAGEMENT. If you're having trouble with the way
alchemy works or dismantling/carpentting, or if there's just one thing you don't quite get to know, scroll scroll explanation SECTION OF MATTERS. INVENTORY MANAGEMENTWEAPONS/ARMOR: Try not to hold weapons. I sold most of the things I came across at first, because you'll rarely find something better than what you bring on some farmer dude.
When you start getting some nice schematics for guns then it will obviously help to unravel what you come across, especially when the enemy starts to get stronger. Your equipment still needs to be better than you find during a questionmark encounter though, if it's not a good idea to try and find some quests with the rewards of the diagrams made. Keep in
mind though, weapons/shields call some metal bars, some skin, perhaps wood and special items occasionally (or two). So, if you find yourself carrying 30 carpeted swords around, relax. You can sell 25 of them and dismantle the rest. I like to stock up on small stock of raw weapons materials and sell everything, unless I work toward something specific.
CONSUMABLES: Use it! Potions, oils, bombs and others will always stay, but food should not be. Higher difficulties do not regenerate vitality with meditation, so eating is a must and food should not be a problem there. If you are playing on lower difficulties or have a ton of food on higher difficulties, remember to always eat first and keep swallowing. DON'T
THINK OF BEING SWALLOWED AS A HEALTH POSITION. Think of it as a food buff sewer. ALCHEMY: DO NOT CARRY AROUND A MILLION SHIT HERBS FOR NO REASON. Pile the goods. With alchemy, you just have to collect the ingredients ONCE. So try to bring only the ingredients to your incomplete poems. Also, Herbalists are a great source at
the beginning if you have some extra gold; I went to one around lvl. 4 and get a ton of breeding potions, it's easy because you can yard back and forth from recipes to their store and buy what you need. You probably won't find that one flower anytime soon. Just go to Herbalist.OTHER: As far as books/notes go, I haven't found any use for them when they've
read, but I can lose something. Usually I read it, then unlock them on my next visit to the merchant, unless it's something I think Geralt will keep (I'm sucking for the role). They may have a purpose later but I doubt it. Do what you want though, I can go wrong. You may have taken some random stuff now; razor, cup, fishing pole or broken grab. Lo and hold,
that's the name that implies. Sell or dispose if you need some stick or fiber, but Hang him. I have found packed items floating around, unpacking if you don't have those materials (rare gems, metals) but instead sell them. Sometimes it is worth more to unpack it and then sell the ingredients. I don't know about other difficulties but I know I usually break apart, so
extra gold helps. THINGS YOU'RE UNCERTAIN ABOUT: Here's my rule if it's something I'm uncertain about, or never seen before. If it's expensive, SAVE IT. If it is a carpentry material save even if you have one already. Once you get a few hours into the game, if you find anything you haven't seen yet, hang on to it, ESPECIALLY IF EXPENSIVE. It can be
rubbish, but it is better to be safe. The more you see something, the more comfortable you can chant it. I was keeping all the metal/ore/ingots I found that there was no iron or steel, as well as some of the more unusual position materials. Who knows what schema/recipe you find will then need? Although it's great when you don't have to scroll through a
hundred items to get to the Cats potion, the main concern is heavy. If you are unsure about it and weigh 0.02 then leave it. CLEANING UPALCHEMY THINGS: So we're all on the same page, Alchemy is what Geralt used to make positions and poisons, plus make things like bombs, components, and mutagens. It involves finding the goods in the world and
combining them to get the desired result, just like craftsage. The game does a good job of introducing this stuff, but it can be confusing early if you don't know the functionality of some items, so here's how it works: Items can be refurbished – when you collect all your material together and make refurbishable items the finished product get into your inventory
under exhausted. If you complete it, you'll notice that (usually) it ends up as 2/2 or 3/3, meaning you have 2 or 3 SEPARATE uses. After you use all of them, you DON'T have to collect ingredients anymore, the first time you make an item is the only time you need ingredients for it. This applies to your potion and bombs. This is true for oils as well, but you
should note that the oil never runs out and does not need to be replaced. Alcohest - You may have seen an item called alcohest floating around, this is how all your replenishable items get refriished. When you meditate, any most of your inventory automatically adds your refillable items. Other types of hard alcohol cannot be replaced for alcohol. The game
will automatically use other spirits if you exit the alcohest. The game uses ONE alcohest to restore all potions/bombs to full. This means that if you have 15 different potions and only one of them is at 2/3, the alcohest will automatically be used to refill that potion when you meditate. Using Alcohest – It's important to be aware of your kidnapping/bomb count to
maximize the amount replenished, since any posts you don't use are wasted when you're meditated. On the flip side, if you You have to add a specific post then you can use everything, because you know alcohest will add everything too. It's a good idea to meditate only when you're low on all your poems, not just one, and use them all equally to get the most
consumption of each alcohest, but really it's up to you. The important thing is to enjoy yourself! CRAFT/DISMANTLING: The Craft/Dismantling System is very similar to Alchemy, with some exceptions. For starters, if you want to make crafts you have to pay NPC to do it. If you need to make an shield, go to the shield. For guns looking for black curves. Easy!
Craft Figure Picture - For new arms craftsmanship and armor you need to find craft diagrams. Usually the pooch or shield will sell some, make sure you look through them. Dismantling – For craftsmanship you need to have raw materials such as ingot and skin. One way you can get this is by dismantling the item. Dismantling breaks the item into the goods
that make up it, usually at a loss, and for a fee depending on the value of the item. For example, if the craft of three iron ore makes an iron ingot, the dismantling of iron ore may only give you two iron ore. Plus it costs 1 gold. Don't be fooled though, dismantling can really be useful, especially with expensive stuff. Sometimes rare items won't have a value
worth selling, so instead you can unravel it for raw materials that are rarely made by to reduce the cost of crafting something else. Craft - Behind dismantling! It's as simple as that. Well, I thought that about shutting it down. My inventory cap is 60 and it remains around 30-35 using this rule, and I don't feel like I accidentally sell essential stuff. Also you can get
saddlebags bags to hold up to 100+ but they're pretty expensive early on, so it seems like a waste if you can handle going without. Feel free to fix any errors I make or add information, hopefully this helps anyone struggling with inventory or mechanics. Enjoy the game and good luck. TL;DR: Make your poems and get rid of the herb. Pay attention to your
alcohest. Sell weapons and shields, but keep the underlying metal stash. Keep anything expensive or you've never seen before. Try not to unravel anything you don't have two of them. Don't forget to have fun! Fun!
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